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Riverview Deli and Yogurt 

"Delicious deli creations"

This deli designs delicious works of art! Fresh meats, breads and

vegetables are blended to create sandwich masterpieces. A thick, hearty

Rueben or Club sandwich is less than four dollars and a juicy 1/4-pound

burger, with all the trimmings, is less than three dollars. Hot soups and

chili, crisp salads and tasty fries complete your meal. Frozen yogurt in

three flavors is a cool topper.

 +1 423 265 8080  1150 Hixson Pike, Chattanooga TN
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Flatiron Deli 

"Convenient Downtown Lunch Stop"

One of Chattanooga's best-kept secrets is just a short walk from the

historic Hamilton County Courthouse. This deli serves delicious sub-style

sandwiches and fresh salads. Hot soups and hearty, meaty chili are

favorites during the winter and the rotisserie chicken is a perennial pick of

the downtown masses. A quarter chicken with two sides and a drink is

less than. The small dining area seats 30-40 people. Tables are set up on

the sidewalk during warmer months.

 +1 423 266 2620  706 Walnut Street, Chattanooga TN

Mean Mug Coffeehouse 

"Java & More"

If you're looking for a nice, comfortable place to pop in for breakfast or

lunch, or just need your daily cup of coffee, the Mean Mug has you

covered. Whether you're just looking for a simple cup of drip coffee or a

full breakfast place serving bagels, sandwiches and the like, you can find

it at Mean Mug. Their artisan pastries and other baked goods are also very

popular with diners. The pleasant atmosphere created by the exposed

brick wall, and eclectic decor, makes this place perfect to catch up with a

couple of friends over coffee.

 +1 423 825 4206  meanmugcoffee.com/  mail@meanmugcoffee.com  114 West Main Street,

Chattanooga TN
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